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8 Abstract—Multisensory integration is one of the essential

features of perception. Though the processing of spatial

information is an important clue to understand its mecha-

nisms, a complete knowledge cannot be achieved without

taking into account the processing of temporal information.

Simultaneity judgments (SJs) and temporal order judgments

(TOJs) are the two most widely used procedures for explicit

estimation of temporal relations between sensory stimuli.

Behavioral studies suggest that both tasks recruit different

sets of cognitive operations. On the other hand, empirical

evidence related to their neuronal underpinnings is still

scarce, especially with regard to multisensory stimulation.

The aim of the current fMRI study was to explore neural cor-

relates of both tasks using paradigm with audiovisual stim-

uli. Fifteen subjects performed TOJ and SJ tasks grouped in

18-second blocks. Subjects were asked to estimate onset

synchrony or temporal order of onsets of non-semantic

auditory and visual stimuli. Common areas of activation eli-

cited by both tasks were found the bilateral fronto-parietal

network, including regions whose activity can be also

observed in tasks involving spatial selective attention.

This can be regarded as an evidence for the hypothesis that

tasks involving selection based on temporal information

engage the similar regions as the attentional tasks based

on spatial information. The direct contrast between the SJ

task and the TOJ task did not reveal any regions showing

stronger activity for SJ task than in TOJ task. The reverse

contrast revealed a number of left hemisphere regions

which were more active during the TOJ task than the SJ

task. They were found in the prefrontal cortex, the parietal

lobules (superior and inferior) and in the occipito-temporal

regions. These results suggest that the TOJ task requires

recruitment of additional cognitive operations in compar-

ison to SJ task. They are probably associated with forming

representations of stimuli as separate and temporally

ordered sensory events. � 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

on behalf of IBRO.
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10INTRODUCTION

11Understanding perceptual processing cannot be achieved

12without considering brain mechanisms of multisensory

13integration. An awake organism constantly receives a

14plethora of sensory signals coming from separate

15modalities, delivering information about different aspects

16of its environment. For organism to behave in an

17adaptive way this variety must be transformed into a

18consistent and yet dynamic representation of the

19surrounding world. Obviously spatial distribution of

20the sources of stimulation is an important cue for the

21successful integration (Spence et al., 2003; Zampini

22et al., 2003a, 2005), but another crucial factor is the tem-

23poral relation between multisensory events. The majority

24of the effects of multisensory integration involve temporal

25coincidence of its components (Keetels and Vroomen,

262012). However, these effects are not only constrained

27to the cases when there is an objective, physical coinci-

28dence of two (or more) stimuli from separate sensory

29channels. There is compelling evidence for a conjecture

30that multisensory integration should not be viewed as an

31effect of passive coincidence detection of signals arriving

32by separate sensory channels. It is a well-known fact that

33subjects perceive as simultaneous the pairs of stimuli that

34are not physically synchronous (Stevenson and Wallace,

352013). The hypothesis of ‘temporal window of integration’

36provides a conceptual account of this phenomenon (van

37Wassenhove et al., 2007; Lewkowicz and Ghazanfar,

382009; Vroomen and Keetels, 2010; Colonius and

39Diederich, 2012). This notion denotes the temporal inter-

40val between multisensory stimuli during which multisen-

41sory integration may only occur. In many cases the

42brain can dynamically adjust the perceived temporal rela-

43tions between stimuli arriving at different times, for exam-

44ple using the mechanism of temporal perceptual

45recalibration (Fujisaki et al., 2004; Vroomen et al., 2004).

46Temporal order judgments (TOJs) and simultaneity

47judgments (SJs) are the two most widely used

48paradigms for the assessment of temporal perception,
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49 also in the field of multisensory integration (Keetels and

50 Vroomen, 2012). Two parameters are usually derived

51 from these measures. The point of subjective simultaneity

52 (PSS) parameter provides an estimate of the interval

53 between stimuli at which there is the highest probability

54 of the perception of simultaneity. The ‘just noticeable dif-

55 ference’ (JND) variable reflects the subject’s sensitivity to

56 changes in intervals between the stimuli. The JND value

57 (in milliseconds) denotes the minimal temporal interval

58 at which the change between the perceived temporal rela-

59 tion stimuli can be observed.

60 During the TOJ procedure subjects are presented with

61 pairs of stimuli with variable stimulus onset asynchronies

62 (SOA), and after each presentation they are asked to

63 make an explicit judgment about which of them was the

64 first. In case of audiovisual pairs the subject has to

65 select from two alternatives: ‘sound-first’ or ‘flash-first’.

66 The obtained psychometric function has a characteristic

67 sigmoid profile and it is usually modeled by a cumulative

68 Gaussian or logistic function (Keetels and Vroomen,

69 2012). The PSS value for TOJ task is taken at the

70 cross-over point of the psychometric function, when there

71 is an equal probability of ‘sound-first’ and ‘flash-first’ judg-

72 ments, and subjects are maximally unsure about the tem-

73 poral relation between the members of the audiovisual

74 pair. The measure of sensitivity, JND, is calculated as a

75 half of SOA difference between 25% and 75% points of

76 the psychometric function. An alternative estimate of sen-

77 sitivity is the psychometric function slope coefficient at the

78 PSS value.

79 During the SJ procedure subjects are presented with

80 the same kind of stimuli as during the TOJ procedure,

81 but this time they are asked to judge whether the stimuli

82 were perceived as simultaneous or not. In this case the

83 psychometric function is usually modeled by the

84 Gaussian function. There is however one important

85 observation related to audiovisual stimuli: the resulting

86 psychometric function may be asymmetric, being

87 steeper for pairs with the leading auditory stimulus and

88 shallower for pairs with the leading visual stimulus. This

89 phenomenon suggests that in both cases subjects

90 display different sensitivity to the temporal structure of

91 stimulation (van Eijk et al., 2008; Alcalá-Quintana and

92 Garcı́a-Pérez, 2013). The PSS estimate for SJs is taken

93 from the point of the psychometric function with the max-

94 imum probability of ‘synchronous’ response and JND is

95 calculated as a mean SOA for 75% point of the psycho-

96 metric curve (both for ‘sound-first’ and ‘flash-first’ pairs).

97 According to most observations, the PSS values for

98 audiovisual pairs observed during TOJ and SJ

99 procedures are usually positive, i.e. do not correspond

100 to the point of objective simultaneity (at SOA= 0 ms).

101 The positive value means that both stimuli are perceived

102 as simultaneous when the visual stimulus leads the

103 auditory stimulus (usually by the order of tens of

104 milliseconds). This is probably caused by the different

105 sensitivity of auditory and visual systems to temporal

106 cues (such as temporal dynamics of intensity changes).

107 So far this phenomenon has not been a subject of

108 extensive research (but see van Eijk et al., 2010;

109 Stevenson and Wallace, 2013).

110Though both procedures are used to investigate

111processes of temporal integration, they often give

112inconsistent results. Estimates of the PSS values

113obtained with TOJ and SJ do not correlate with each

114other (reviewed by van Eijk et al., 2008). Moreover, as

115for the audiovisual SJ judgments the PSS values are usu-

116ally positive, for the TOJ judgments the negative SOA val-

117ues are reported in some studies (so stimuli are perceived

118as simultaneous when auditory stimulus leads visual

119stimulus). Van Eijk et al. (2008) directly compared PSS

120estimates for two types of audiovisual stimuli (flash-click

121pairs and bouncing ball with an impact sound)

122and three types of procedures: two-alternative SJ

123(‘synchronous’, ‘asynchronous’), three-alternative SJ

124(‘sound-first’, ‘synchronous’, and ‘flash-first’), and

125TOJ (‘sound-first’, ‘flash-first’). PSS values for both SJ

126tasks were indeed correlated, but the authors did not

127observe any correlation between TOJ and any of the SJ

128tasks. More recently, a similar result was obtained by

129Love et al. (2013) in the study involving five types of

130audiovisual pairs. As in Van Eijk et al. (2008), Love

131et al. also observed negative PSS values for the TOJ

132tasks and consistent positive PSS values for the SJ tasks.

133This result suggests that there could be essential

134differences in the composition of cognitive processes

135engaged in both tasks. According to Hirsh and Sherrick

136(1961) and Jaśkowski (1991), perceiving the temporal

137asynchrony is a necessary, though insufficient, condition

138for achieving an accurate judgment of temporal order.

139They suggest a two-stage architecture for temporal

140judgments. For example, Jaśkowski (1991) proposed a

141two-stage model consisting of two separate processing

142centers. The first stage, labeled ‘the simultaneity center’,

143works as a ‘moment-gating’ mechanism. Depending on

144the relative signal delays and the applied threshold it

145can generate two possible ‘perceptual states’:

146synchronous or asynchronous. On the second stage,

147‘the order center’ decides on the temporal order of the

148stimuli, taking into account their relative latency differ-

149ences and the perceptual state of the simultaneity center.

150In effect it can generate three possible states (for a pair

151consisting of A and B stimuli): ‘order AB’, ‘order BA’ or a

152‘uncertainty’ – in this latter case the emitted response is

153random. Thus this model allows an outcome where stimuli

154are perceived as non-simultaneous but an adequate

155decision concerning their order cannot be made.

156However, other authors (e.g. Sternberg and Knoll,

1571973; Allan, 1975; Garcı́a-Pérez and Alcalá-Quintana,

1582012 for review) maintain that perception of asynchrony

159is both the necessary and the sufficient condition for an

160adequate TOJ. This is achieved by a ternary decision sys-

161tem operating on a ternary decision rule applied to the

162arrival-time difference between the two signals. Thus the

163dedicated decision system may generate three types of

164responses: ‘order AB’, ‘order BA’, ‘synchronous’.

165More recently, Zampini et al. (2003a) and Shore et al.

166(2005) emphasized the different character of both tasks,

167while not proposing the specific theoretical accounts

168explaining those differences. For example, Zampini

169et al. (2003a) suggested that essentially the SJ task

170requires multisensory binding, while the TOJ task is
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